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INTRODUCTION

Gas ehromatography is a physical methoe of separation
where the components to be separated are distributed
between two phases - a stationary bed of large surfaee
area, and • nuid that moves through the 5tationary
bed. A gas or vaporized liquid mixture ls physically
separated into iu individual components through thi.s
stationary bed.

HISTORY

Chromatogn.phy began in 1850 where F.F. Runge, a
German chemist, demonstrated the Principle of
Chromatography by observing the migration ot
inorganic eation through capillary porous material.
Contributors through the years were recognized, O. T.
Day 1900 (American) Tsweet 1903 (Russian), but
modern chromatography began in 1952 by James and
Idartin (England) who developed gas-liquid partition
chromatography.

KEY ELEYIENTS IN A GAS CHROMATOGRAPH

a.omatOC!"ll'h 0wIII - 8 temperature controlled
chamber housing the sample valve, column and
detector.

Deteet.cw - Cor detecting the eluted components in the
carrier guo The detectors are pert o( a Wheatstone
bridge which provides an input into the controller .

a.amat.op'aph Controllel' (or controlling the
(unctions oC the chromatograph and processing data.

P dea and Printer - for recording the data.

HOW DOES THE CHROYIATOGRAPH WORK?

The sample stream is continuoU3ly flowing from the
sample probe through the sample conditioning system
and to the sample valve. The sample loop is exhausted
through the sample vent. The sample valve "fixes" the
sample size COf"injection into the carrier gas for
transport through the column aerOSl the detector and
exits through the measured vent. The volume of the
sample is determined by size and length of columns
and volume of the detector assembly. Columns vary in
size from 1/4" to 1116" (mieropecked, low volume). The
speed of analysis is determined by the volume or
sample and carr-ier velocity. M the sample is carried
through the column by the carrier gas, the physical
separation of the components cecws. Light molecular
weight components will elute first. followed by heavier
molecular components.

The components elute from the columns, p8.5.9 across
the measuring thermal conductivity detector where
heat is removed in direct proportion to the thermal
conductivity of the g8.5 nowing across the element
(Figure 2 TIC Detector). The thermal conductivity
detectOf" consists of two elements, typrce lly a
thermistor bead, two element bridge detector,
measure and reference.
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FIGURE 11

Sample Probe: To remove a representative sample
from the proeess pipe. Usually 1/4" stainless steel tube
.xtending into the pipe approximately onlHhird of the
pipe diameter. A pressure regulator i5 used in
eonjunctlon with the probe to red""" line pressure to
bet.een 2 and 30 psi.

~ CClDdltIaIIIIIC 9pte1D for preperi", the sample
for Injection into the chromatograph by fUtenlll and
replatlIlI the sample.

c.m.. a.. s,otalD to transport the sample throUllh
the eolumna and Iwitchinc chromatograph valves.

SampIII Valw for slztl1l and injectinc the sample into
the carrier PI ahead of the column.

a.oma\all'l(lllle CoIIIIDn - to separote the sample into
individual ecmpcnennts,



The gas chromatograph. when properly applied, is
rugged, reliable and accurate (or a wide variety cr
applications tor the gas and process industry.

The reterenee detector typically measures zero grade
helium. OW'ire the time no components are being
measured, both detectors are measur-ing helium which
results in a null signal or referred to as zero base
line. M the component.! elute Irorn the column, as
mentioned, heat is removed causing an imbalance or
current nowing through the detectors. This direerence
is ampUtied and used by the controller and recorder.
The recorder produces 8 chrom9togram which
graphically displays each component. (Figure 3
Chromatograph)
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The microprocessor based controllers provide all
control parameters (or chromatograph, valve
switching, stream selection. monitor oven
temperatures and calculations. When natural gas is
measured, the microprocessor calculates BTU.
compressibility, specific gravity and Wobbe index it
desired. Also, automatic calibration, analog and
digital output to printer. recorder and host computer .
Increased accuracy has been achieved in BTU measure,
plus or minus 1/2 BTU in 1000.
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